A new flower garden is planted in a park less than a mile from the hive. Add 10 points to the Honey Score this round!

The weather is a little cooler than normal. The bees heat the hive, but eat more food for energy. Subtract 10 points from the Honey Score this round.

Clover is in bloom, and nectar is plentiful. Add 20 points to the Honey Score this round!

Foragers find a vat of sugar left out by a candy factory. Each Precocious Forager produces 2 Forager Bee Points next round.

The weather is very pleasant and sunny, making foraging more efficient. Add 10 points to the Honey Score this round!

A beekeeper takes some of the colony’s honey. Subtract 20 from the Honey Score this round.

Weather is favorable and predation is low. The oldest Foragers do not age this round! (Do not move into the Dead cell).
The queen is replaced with a new queen that is more fertile. You receive a Brood Bonus this round, regardless of the Brood Score!

The colony falls victim to colony collapse disorder. All foragers die, and you do not receive a Brood Bonus this round, regardless of the Brood Score.

The brood in the hive get a mild case of chalkbrood, a fungal disease. Subtract 0.5 points from the Brood Score this round.

A wasp attacks the colony, which disrupts activity within the hive. Subtract 0.5 points from the Brood Score this round.

A bumble bee flies into the hive, but is scared off by the guard bees. The Honey Score and Brood Score are not affected.

The queen experiences a little burst in egg-laying activity. Add 1 point to the Brood Score this round.

The brood are diseased because of an infestation of mites. You do not receive a Brood Bonus this round, regardless of the Brood Score.

A beekeeper gives the hive a “pollen patty.” You receive a Brood Bonus this round, regardless of the Brood Score!

The queen is replaced with a new queen that is more fertile. You receive a Brood Bonus this round, regardless of the Brood Score!

A beekeeper carefully replaces a broken comb in the hive, but a few bees are squished. Subtract 1 point from the Brood Score this round.

An assistant beekeeper adds a small feeder with extra honey and pollen to the hive. Each reverted nurse produces 2 nurse bee points next round.

A beekeeper treats the hive for mites, and the health of the brood improves. Each reverted nurse produces 2 nurse bee points next round.

A beekeeper carefully replaces a broken comb in the hive, but a few bees are squished. Subtract 1 point from the Brood Score this round.

The queen experiences a little burst in egg-laying activity. Add 1 point to the Brood Score this round.

The colony falls victim to colony collapse disorder. All foragers die, and you do not receive a Brood Bonus this round, regardless of the Brood Score.

A bumble bee flies into the hive, but is scared off by the guard bees. The Honey Score and Brood Score are not affected.
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